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May 14, 2010Â . I was called to try out the `Mask of Misterio' a nice sleazy, a chiptune oriented film, made in 2009
by Danilo Ruzza. I would have liked to try out the des...Q: Making instance variables public I have a question about
multiple inheritance. I want to make some of my instance variables public. For example, I have an abstract base
class with protected instance variables and a child class which extends from that. This is my abstract base class.
public abstract class Abstract { protected int abc; protected double xyz; // How can I make `abc` public? } How

can I make abc public? A: You need to make it public: public class Abstract { protected int abc; protected double
xyz; // Now you can access `abc` publically as well } However, that's wrong anyway (just as @ArrenP said). You
need to make the fields private, and provide getters and setters for them. And in some cases, you may have to
implement a constructor to initialize these fields (if they're constructor parameters). For example: public class
Abstract { protected int abc; protected double xyz; // It's usually a good idea to mark a constructor final. // The

constructor can also initialize the private fields. protected Abstract(int abc, double xyz) { this.abc = abc; this.xyz =
xyz; } // We can now make `abc` publically accessible. public int getAbc() { return this.abc; } public double

getXyz() { return this.xyz; } } Find Healthy Recipes for everyone! Easy Protein Bars are always a great snack for
the health conscious among you, especially if you’re on the run or an athletic type. They’re packed with protein

and nutrients, so you’
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